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The adjoint of a forward model can back-propagate mismatch between observations and
their predictions and produce the corrections to the forward model inputs that caused the
mismatch. As an example of this process, the adjoint of a parabolic equation propaga-
tion model is used to invert errors in pressure predictions at a receiver for sound speed
perturbations due to internal tides.

1 Introduction

Using the adjoint of a forward model has the potential to sharply reduce the number of
modeling runs usually needed to achieve an inversion. Typically, an inversion process
varies the parameters of a forward model, running the forward model for many candidate
sets of parameter values until the forward model matches the data. Unfortunately, this often
requires many runs to adequately search the space of unknown parameters. We present an
alternative technique based on the adjoint of the forward model. The adjoint model back-
propagates a mismatch between model predictions and measured observations, producing
corrections to model input parameters along the trajectory of the forward model. A single
run of the adjoint model thus duplicates many forward modeling runs. In this paper, we
will use the adjoint of a parabolic equation propagation model to invert for sound speed
perturbations due to internal tides.

Adjoint methods have been used in many fields. Ref.
�����

suggested adjoint methods
for tomography. Refs.

� ���
and

� ���
present how adjoint methods can be used to assimilate

data into oceanographic models. Ref.
� 	��

derives the adjoint of the Helmholtz equation
in terms of continuous variables and discusses the connection between adjoint techniques
and time reversal. The observed field is a superposition of a baseline field due to the
presumed medium and a perturbed field due to the unknown medium perturbations. The
adjoint model back-propagates (time-reverses) the perturbed field to the unknown medium
perturbations (viewed as sources of diffraction). Ref.

� 
��
shows how adjoints can be used

to calculate Fréchet derivatives used to solve inverse problems of the sort we address.
Refs.

� ���
and

� ��
present how adjoints arise in optimal control theory, where their use is
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known as the Pontryagin Principle.
In Section 2, we derive a tangent linear model for the parabolic equation. In Section

3, we show how the adjoint of this model can be used to solve acoustic inverse problems.
In Section 4, we show in simulation how these models can be used to estimate the sound
speed perturbations caused by internal tides.

2 Tangent linear model for the parabolic equation

The standard homogeneous PE equation (with no source in the medium) is

�����������
�����

�����
��� � �

� ������ �! �#" �%$'&)( (1)

Expanding this equation in terms of perturbations in pressure � and index of refraction
squared

� � to first order in * ,
� � $ � �� � * � � +#,

�%$-� � � * � + � (.(/( ,
yields

���0�1� ��� +
���2�

����� +
��� � �

� ��435� ��76 � , ��8  �.9 � + $  � ���� � + 6 � , ��8:� � ( (2)

We will use a discrete formulation of Eqs. 1 and 2 based on the implicit finite differ-
ences scheme described in Section 6.6 of Ref.

� ;��
. A finite difference approximation to Eq.

1 (the unperturbed problem, with * $<& ) produces a marching solution for the zeroth-order
pressures = � ,

= � 6 � �?> ��8@$'A 6 ��8 = � 6 ��8 , (3)

where = � is a vector sampled in depth. Matrix A 6 ��8 is a symmetric, tri-diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements

 
�
B � �

� ��C�D� ���6 � , ��8  �#" ,
and super-diagonal and sub-diagonal elements

+E/F . The diagonal elements contain
� �� 6 � , �G8 ,

the zeroth-order index of refraction squared, which varies with range and depth. MatrixA 6 ��8 is used to propagate pressure vectors (sampled in depth) one range step at a time,
given an initial pressure (or starter field). Equation 2 (the first-order perturbation terms, of
order * ) generates a marching solution for the first-order pressure vectors = + ,

= + 6 � �H> ��8I$<A 6 ��8 = + 6 ��8 �KJ 6 ��8ML 6 ��8�( (4)

A 6 ��8 is the same as in Eq. 3. J (r) is a diagonal matrix with values  � �� = � 6 ��8 (i.e.
the zeroth-order pressures sampled in depth at a particular range). Vector L 6 ��8 contains� � + 6 � , ��8 sampled in depth. Equation 4 has a forcing function proportional to the zeroth-
order pressure = � 6 ��8 and the first-order perturbation to the index of refraction squared
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� � + 6 � , �G8 . Matrices A 6 ��8 and J 6 ��8 define our tangent linear model and also form the basis
of our adjoint model in the following sections.

3 Using an adjoint model to solve acoustic inverse problems

We will use Eq. 4 to formulate an adjoint method in terms of first-order perturbations to
the pressures and the environmental parameters. We will no longer use subscripts & and

�
to indicate the order of the perturbation. All =ON and L N will be first-order perturbations, or
corrections to zeroth-order quantities calculated using our initial guess at the environmental
parameters we are inverting for. These =PN and L N will be vectors, sampled in depth, with
subscripts � that indicate range indexes. Equation 4 in terms of this notation is

=QNSR + $TA N�=QN �KJ N L N (
Note both A N and J N are functions of range. Matrix A N propagates the pressure correc-
tion vector =QN at range index � one range step to =PNUR + . The environmental parameter
correction vector L N influences the propagation of the pressure via a known matrix J N .
The

�
th element of vector =QN contains the pressure correction at range index � at the

�
th

sampled depth. Similarly for vector L N ( Matrices A and J , derived in Section 2, form a
tangent linear model of the original, non-linear PE model. A and J are functions of the
zeroth-order environmental parameters and the zeroth-order pressures (calculated using
the original non-linear propagation model with the zeroth-order environmental parameters
as inputs). The vectors = N (sampled in depth) are the pressure increments calculated by
the tangent linear model A and J as corrections to the zeroth-order pressures due to the
environmental correction vectors L N (also sampled in depth).

To solve for L N , we formulate an objective function V 6 = , L ,UW 8 to be minimized:

V 6 = , L ,XW 8I$
�
� 6 =ZY  \[ Y 8 � �

Y]
NS^ + W`_N

6 =ZN  A N.a + =ZN.a +  J N.a + L N.a + 8 �
�
�
Yba +]
NS^ � L �N ( (5)

The first term in V seeks to minimize the mismatch between the measured pressure incre-
ment [ Y and the modeled pressure increment =PY , both at range index c . Since we are
dealing with first-order terms, [ Y is the difference between the measured pressure and
the zeroth-order pressure prediction. The modeled pressure = Y is calculated by propa-
gating = N from the source to the receiver using our tangent linear model d A N , J N�e with
the environmental parameter corrections L N as driving functions. Given a solution for L N ,
the zeroth-order pressure plus the pressure correction = Y calculated using L N should re-
produce the measured pressure. The second term uses Lagrange multipliers W N (vectors at
each range, sampled in depth) to enforce the hard constraint that the =IN and L N must be
consistent with the model d A N , J N e . The third term is a regularizing term to minimize the
amplitude of the environmental perturbations.

Admittedly, this is an unusual way to formulate an inverse problem. We have set up
a large number of unknowns in all the intermediate =ON , in addition to the already large
number of unknowns L N . We will show how minimizing the objective function above
leads to an iteration that seems to be a much more direct way of inverting for the L N than
repeatedly running the forward model to explore the surface V as a function of L N .
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Note that V is a function of L N at all ranges and depths, so its minimization has the
potential to resolve range-dependent features. We will demonstrate inversions using mea-
surements at a single frequency and a single source depth for range-independent features
in Section 4. To resolve range-dependent features requires a richer set of measurements,
using more sources and a wider band.

The partial derivatives of V 6 = , L ,UW 8 are

� V
� =ZY $ = Y  -[ Y � W Y , (6)

� V
� =QN $ W N  A _N W NUR + , (7)

� V
��L N $<L N  J _N W NUR + ( (8)

Setting the partial with respect to =PY to zero in Eq. 6 yields

W Y $ [ Y  = Y , (9)

initializing W Y to the mismatch between measured and modeled pressures at range c .
Setting the partials with respect to =PN to zero in Eq. 7 produces a recursion relation,

W N $'A _N W NUR + , (10)

that enables us to propagate the Lagrange multipliers W N from the receiver to the source.
The W N can be viewed as a field propagated by the adjoint model. The starter field of
the adjoint model, given by Eq. 9, is the mismatch in our observations at the receiver
(i.e. mismatch with our predictions, produced by our zeroth-order model with the zeroth-
order environmental parameters as inputs). We are inverting for the corrections L N to these
zeroth-order environmental parameters that will account for this mismatch. Setting the
partials with respect to the L N to zero in Eq. 8 yields

L N $ J _N W NUR + , (11)

producing equations for L N at each range index � in terms of the Lagrange multipliersW NUR + .
Equations 9, 10, and 11, in the order presented, can be used to calculate L N , the first-

order corrections to the environmental parameters driving our forward model. However,
in the non-linear problem we address, the gradients used to derive these equations may
only be accurate in a small neighborhood about the zeroth-order pressure predictions. As a
result, we used these equations as the basis for an iterative procedure which is able to follow
the curvature of our objective surface V that will inevitably arise in some configurations.
At each iteration, we calculate a new set of L N , given the current d A N , J N e . We use
these L N to adjust the environmental parameters that are then used to re-calculate a new
set of zeroth-order pressures at all ranges (either using the tangent linear model, or the
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original non-linear model). If these calculated pressures match our measurements, we have
found a solution to our problem. If not, the new zeroth-order pressures and the corrected
environmental parameters are embedded in A and J , and the adjoint model is used to
calculate another set of corrections to the environmental parameters.

The tangent linear model can be used to calculate the forward sensitivity in a problem
(e.g. how sensitive = Y is to perturbations = � and L N ). The adjoint model can be used
to calculate the backward sensitivity in a problem (e.g. how sensitive = � and L N are to
perturbations =QY ).

4 Inverting for INTIMATE 96 internal tides (simulated results)

We will demonstrate the adjoint method described in Section 3 on an ensemble of sound
speed profiles measured during the INTIMATE 96 experiment (see Ref.

� f��
) when the pas-

sage of internal tides was clearly visible (see Figure 2). We use our PE model to synthesize
pressure measurements at 400 Hertz on a vertical line array at a range of 2 km from a source
at depth of 50 meters, using each individual profile to generate a measured pressure vector.
Each of these pressure vectors was inverted to estimate the sound speed profile which was
used to synthesize it, using the iterative process outlined in Section 3 (using tangent linear
and adjoint models derived for our PE model). The mean profile of the entire ensemble
served as the initial guess for each inversion. We set up our inversions to solve for coef-
ficients of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), averaged over the deviations from the
mean profile.

In Section 4.1, because our inversion process is essentially a steepest descent method,
we use our PE tangent linear model to assure ourselves that we are reasonably close to a
solution. In Section 4.2, we show the results of our inversions. Note that we are using
synthetic acoustic data to demonstrate the feasibility of inverting for a sequence of internal
tides measured during the INTIMATE 96 experiment. The experiment configuration was
fixed-fixed, with the line joining the source and receiver perpendicular to the passage of
the internal tides, so the inversion was formulated to be range-independent. Each profile
from the INTIMATE 96 sequence was estimated by a separate inversion.

4.1 Tangent linear modeling to verify we are in linear regime

To assess the linearity of our experimental configuration, we compare pressures produced
by our fully non-linear PE model and its tangent linear version, given perturbations on
the order of those actually observed during INTIMATE 96. We refer to the fully non-
linear PE propagation model as �H$hg 6�i 8 . We refer to the tangent linear model as > �j$
> g

6Di � , > i 8 , where we have written > g as a function of both
i �

, the baseline profile, and > i ,
its perturbation. Note the tangent linear model depends upon both

i �
and > i . The baseline

profile is the mean profile calculated from the entire set of available sound speed profile
measurements during the INTIMATE 96 experiment. We chose the profile that deviated
the most from the mean profile as a test case. We wanted to see how closely the tangent
linear model matched the original PE model in predicting pressure perturbations in the
INTIMATE 96 configuration. We ran the original PE model on our baseline sound speed
profile

i �
and on our perturbed sound speed profile

i + $ i � �k> i , producing � � and � + . We
ran our tangent linear model to produce > � , to see if it would reproduce the perturbation in
pressure, � +  � � , due to the perturbation in sound speed > i . Equations 12 through 15,
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Figure 1. Baseline pressure (left image). Magnitude differences between perturbed and baseline
pressures (center image) and between perturbed and tangent linear pressures (right image). Center
and right images have the same color scale.

lnmbo<p�qDrsm�tsu (12)

l�v!o'p�qDr mxwHy r.t�u (13)

y l%o y p�qDr m u y r.t�u (14)

l`zbojl m{w?y l|u (15)

summarize how the three relevant pressures, l m , l�v , and l�z , were calculated. Figure 1,
containing three images, shows several combinations of these pressures. The left image
shows the baseline pressure magnitude, l�m . The following two images have the same color
scale, so that their values can be compared. The center and right images show magnitudes
of pressure differences. The center image shows the perturbed minus baseline pressures,} l v@~ lnm } . The right image shows perturbed minus tangent linear pressures,

} l v@~ l z } . The
significantly lower amplitudes in the right image indicate that the tangent linear model is
able to match the predictions of the fully non-linear PE model reasonably well, at least
given the size of the sound speed perturbations and the source-receiver range in our config-
uration. The quality of the tangent linear model degrades with increasing range, but as we
will see in the next section, we are still close enough to a solution that our iterative process
resolves the internal tides.

These results indicate that although the problem we are addressing is not strictly linear,
it remains reasonable to attempt our iterative process, which we expect can tolerate slightly
non-linear problems, because it presumably can follow a non-linear basin of attraction if
started out close enough to the final solution point.

4.2 Adjoint iterative process results

Figure 2 shows the result of applying the process described in Section 3 to each of a se-
quence of profiles measured during the INTIMATE 96 experiment. The entire sequence
of measured profiles is shown in the upper left hand plot, with the horizontal and vertical
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Figure 2. Inversion results for internal tides measured during INTIMATE 96 experiment (with sim-
ulated acoustic data). Upper left image shows the true sound speed profiles versus time. The lower
left shows the estimated profiles versus time. The upper right image shows the sound speed profile
deviations from the mean profile (what we solve for directly using the adjoint method). The lower
right image shows the estimation errors (the difference between the upper left and lower left images).

axes corresponding to time and depth. Each profile was processed independently of the
others. We ran our adjoint-based inversion for 50 iterations on each profile, using the mean
profile as an initial guess. The resulting estimated profiles are shown in the lower left plot.
Clearly, the coarse features have been resolved. For a more quantitative assessment, we
show the two plots on the right. The upper right plot shows the deviations from the mean
profile (the corrections we actually invert for). The lower rght plot shows the estimation
errors (i.e. the difference between the measured and estimated profiles). Both right-hand
plots have the same color scale. The relatively smaller magnitudes of the estimation errors
compared to the deviations from the mean indicate that our adjoint process has done a good
job resolving the internal tides during this interval.

5 Conclusions

We have shown how the adjoint of a parabolic equation forward model can be used to
invert pressure measurements for sound speed perturbations in the water column. The
adjoint technique we have presented uses far fewer propagation model runs than techniques
currently being used, in which the forward model is run for each candidate point in a high-
dimensional search space.
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